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Optimal Training for MIMO Frequency-Selective
Fading Channels
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Abstract—High data rates give rise to frequency-selective
propagation effects. Space–time multiplexing and/or coding offer
attractive means of combating fading and boosting capacity
of multi-antenna communications. As the number of antennas
increases, channel estimation becomes challenging because the
number of unknowns increases, and the power is split at the
transmitter. Optimal training sequences have been designed for
flat-fading multi-antenna systems or for frequency-selective single
transmit antenna systems. We design a low-complexity optimal
training scheme for block transmissions over frequency-selective
channels with multiple antennas. The optimality in designing
our training schemes consists of maximizing a lower bound on
the ergodic (average) capacity that is shown to be equivalent to
minimizing the mean square error of the linear channel estimator.
Simulation results confirm our theoretical analysis that applies to
both single- and multicarrier transmissions.

Index Terms—Channel estimation, ergodic capacity, fre-
quency-selective channels, multi-input multi-output (MIMO)
systems, pilot symbol-aided modulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

H IGH RATE wireless transmissions experience frequency-
selective propagation effects. Albeit challenging to miti-

gate, once acquired, these frequency-selective fading channels
offer multipath-diversity gains. Especially when coupled with
space-diversity gains that emerge with multi-antenna communi-
cations, flexible designs become available to enhance the overall
system performance and capacity, provided that the resulting
multi-input multi-output (MIMO) channel can be acquired at
the receiver.

For channel state information (CSI) acquisition, three classes
of methods are available: blind methods, which estimate CSI
merely from the received symbols; differential ones that bypass
CSI estimation by differential encoding; and input–output
methods which rely on training symbols that are known to
the receiver. Relative to training-based schemes, differential
approaches incur performance loss by design [6], while blind
methods typically require longer data records and entail higher
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complexity [3], [15], [29]. On the other hand, the insertion
of known training symbols can be suboptimal and bandwidth
consuming. But training remains attractive especially when it
decouples symbol detection from channel estimation and thus
simplifies the receiver implementation and relaxes the required
identifiability conditions [19].

Training symbols can be placed either at the beginning of
each burst (as a preamble) or regularly throughout the burst. In
rapidly fading or quasi-static fading channels, preamble-based
training may not work well. This motivates embedding training
symbols in each transmitted block, instead of concentrating
them at the preamble. The so-termed pilot symbol-aided modu-
lation (PSAM) originally developed for time-selective channels
[5] has recently been extended to single-antenna frequency-
and doubly-selective channels [8], [17], [19], [23] and also to
MIMO flat-fading channels [12], [27]. It is known that imper-
fect channel knowledge has an effect on mutual information
[18]. Recently, training sequence design has been linked with
channel capacity or its bounds (see, e.g., [1], [12], [17], and
[20]). Similar to [12], [17], [19], and [23], our approach in this
paper links mutual information with channel estimation and
designs training sequences to maximize a lower bound of the
average mutual information.

By decoupling the channel estimation from symbol detection,
we design optimal PSAM schemes for linear minimum mean-
square error (LMMSE) estimation of MIMO frequency-selec-
tive fading channels. Training sequences for such channels have
so far been designed through exhaustive search for space–time
(ST) trellis codes [10], [11] or for ST-OFDM systems [2], [13],
[14], [22]. (Semi-)blind channel estimators have also been re-
ported [4], [15], [28]. Here, we start from a general model, in
which training symbols are superimposed on information sym-
bols. Our design criteria optimize channel MSE and ergodic (av-
erage) capacity bounds to jointly account not only for channel
estimation performance but also for transmission rate.

Attractive properties over block transmissions are provided
by the widespread applicability of OFDM in wireless standards
(see [24]). To enable block-by-block transmissions, we con-
sider removing interblock interference (IBI). The motivation
behind IBI avoidance using the insertion of guard times (ei-
ther cyclic prefix or zero padding) is threefold: 1) each block
oftentimes corresponds to a transmission burst followed by
a silent period (all-zero guard); 2) in a block fading model
the channel changes per block, making channel estimation
necessary on a block-by-block basis; and 3) since we deal
with frequency-selective channels, every two consecutive re-
ceived bursts (blocks) entail IBI, and low-complexity receiver
processing motivates well block-by-block decoding. For both
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Fig. 1. Discrete-time baseband equivalent Tx-Rx MIMO model.

zero-padded (ZP) single-carrier block transmissions as well
as for cyclic-prefixed (CP) multicarrier systems, we develop
optimal training parameters which are flexible to accommodate
any ST code.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II intro-
duces the system model. The optimal training schemes for ZP-
and CP-based block transmissions are detailed in Sections III
and IV, respectively. Some special cases are discussed in Sec-
tion V. Numerical examples and simulated performance are pre-
sented in Section VI, while Section VII concludes the paper.

Notation: Upper (lower) bold face letters will be used for
matrices (column vectors). Superscript will denote Hermi-
tian, conjugate, and transpose. We will reserve for the
Kronecker product, for the Hadamard product, for integer
ceiling, for expectation, and for matrix trace. will
denote the identity matrix and the normal-
ized (unitary) FFT matrix; will stand for a diagonal
matrix with on its main diagonal; and will denote the

th entry of the matrix .

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Our multi-antenna system employs transmit- and re-
ceive-antennas (see Fig. 1). The information-bearing symbols
having a symbol rate are parsed into blocks of size

, where
denotes the block index. At the transmitter, each block

is first encoded and/or multiplexed in space and time. The re-
sulting blocks have length , and each is di-
rected to one transmit antenna. At each, e.g., th transmit an-
tenna, is processed by a matrix of size ,
where . Training blocks of length , which are
known to both transmitter and receiver, are then superimposed
to after the ST mapper to form

. This affine model is fairly general; it encompasses linear
(pre) coding via as well as inserted training symbols by
having nonzero entries of where has zero en-
tries. To eliminate IBI at the receiver, redundant (guard) sym-
bols are added to via the matrix to form blocks

of length . The type and size of
the added redundancy will be specified later. The blocks
are then parallel-to-serial converted, pulse-shaped, carrier mod-
ulated, and transmitted from the th transmit antenna.

Let denote the discrete-time baseband
equivalent channel that includes transmit–receive filters as well
as the frequency-selective propagation effects between the th
transmit antenna and the th receive antenna. With de-
noting the delay spread of the channel between the th transmit
antenna and the th receive antenna, we define the maximum
delay spread as . The maximum
channel order is then given by .

The samples at the th receive-antenna filter output can be
expressed as

(1)

where is zero-mean, white, complex Gaussian distributed
noise with variance . The sequence is then serial-to-parallel
(SP) converted into blocks

. Selecting , we can write the
matrix-vector counterpart of (1) as

ibi (2)

where
is an lower triangular Toeplitz matrix with

first column , and ibi
is an upper triangular Toeplitz matrix with first row

. The dependent
term in (2) captures the IBI due to the channel delay spread.

When the blocks have finite length, to enable block-by-block
channel estimation and symbol decoding, we need to remove
IBI. As shown in Fig. 1, we achieve this by postprocessing
by a matrix to obtain

ibi

There are two prevalent and easy-to-implement guard op-
tions for IBI elimination: ZP and CP guards, each requiring
a specific pair. In this paper, we wish to design op-
timal training strategies after the ST mapper for multi-antenna
frequency-selective channel estimation. For both ZP- and
CP-based block transmissions, we will design optimal pairs

. For both schemes, the optimal designs
will guide our selection of the number of training symbols
per block, the placement of training symbols, and the power
allocation between training and information symbols, using
as criteria the conditional mutual information and the MIMO
channel’s estimation error. We will seek designs that are op-
timal for any block size. Before we start deriving our major
results, we outline the major steps of our approach as follows.
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Step 1) Design to decouple channel estima-
tion from symbol detection.

Step 2) Develop the LMMSE estimator for the MIMO
channel.

Step 3) Derive upper and lower bounds on the average (er-
godic) capacity of the MIMO channel.

Step 4) Link the lower bound on capacity with the MIMO
channel MSE.

Step 5) Finalize the parameter choices to optimize the
overall design of the training sequence per antenna.

Since the ensuing channel estimators and symbol detectors
operate on a block-by-block basis, we will henceforth omit the
block index .

III. ZP-BASED BLOCK TRANSMISSIONS

If each block contains trailing zeros, the IBI term van-
ishes since the nonzero entries of ibi in (2) are confined to
its last columns. To achieve this, we select the matrices and

as follows:

where is the zero-padding matrix which appends zeros to
the vector when multiplying it from the left. It is clear
that the length of is now . Defining
the matrix , the input–output re-
lationship (2) reduces to

(3)

where is an Toeplitz matrix with first column
. Recall that a convolution

between two vectors can be represented as the product of a
Toeplitz matrix with a vector. Because convolution is a commu-
tative operation, we deduce that , where

is an Toeplitz matrix having first column
with being the th entry

of , and .
Equation (3) can be re-expressed as

(4)

where
, and . Concatenating the

received vectors into a single block ,
we have

(5)

where , and the matrix is
defined as

...
. . .

... (6)

As depends on , we infer from (5) that estimating and
recovering from is a nonlinear problem, whose joint solution
is cumbersome or even impossible (see [19] for an example).
Therefore, our first step is to judiciously design so that
we can decouple channel estimation from symbol decoding.

A. Decoupling Channel Estimation From Symbol Decoding

To estimate from , we resort to the linear MMSE
(LMMSE) estimator

(7)

where is the channel covariance matrix, and
denotes the noise variance. It will be clear later that the

LMMSE channel estimator will allow us to derive the mutual
information bounds. Joint channel estimation and symbol de-
tection is not considered in this paper, because: 1) the nonlinear
search required is not only computationally complex but also its
convergence to a globally optimum solution is not guaranteed;
2) symbol identifiability cannot be ensured in general; and 3) the
designed training sequences will be tailored for only a specific
encoder. These reasons motivate us to design training sequences
able to decouple channel estimation from symbol detection.

Since is unknown, we cannot obtain directly from (5). To
facilitate decoupling of channel estimation from symbol detec-
tion, we then need

(8)

After noticing that (8) must hold true for all , our selection of
and ’s should satisfy

...
. . .

...

or equivalently

(9)

Re-expressing in terms of its columns, we have

(10)
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where ’s are Toeplitz matrices generated
by . Because (9) must hold true for all channel realiza-
tions, our decoupling goal mandates pairs

, and satisfying

(11)

Lemma 1 [Decoupling Training From Information]: Pairs of
that guarantee decoupling of channel estimation from

symbol detection, for any block length , must have the form

(12)

where the vector contains all the nonzero
entries of , and is an matrix that optionally pre-
codes (if ) the information-bearing block linearly.

Proof: See Appendix A.
It is worth emphasizing that we neither assumed insertion of

training symbols a fortiori, nor do we impose time-division mul-
tiplexing (TDM) of training with information symbols at the
outset. Certainly, TDM ensures decoupling, but the converse we
established in Lemma 1 is not obvious. Lemma 1 revealed that
in order to separate channel estimation from symbol decoding,
we need to insert at least zeros between the information sym-
bols and the nonzero training symbols, per antenna. Note that
the guard zeros can be replaced by known symbols. How-
ever, this replacement wastes unnecessary power on the guard
symbols and causes interference from the training symbols to
the information symbols.

As a consequence of Lemma 1, the superimposed model
boils down to TDM the ST blocks

with the training symbol blocks and suggests guarding
against their channel-induced IBI using at least zeros, per
antenna.

Since the information blocks have been encoded, in order
to retain the structure1 of and reduce decoding complexity,
we simply choose and . For this design, we
then have

and

(13)

where is an matrix.
Using (12) and (13), we can split in (4) into two parts, as

follows:

(14)

1Different from, e.g., [10] and [11] where training is designed before ST map-
ping and is tailored to ST trellis codes, our approach of designing training after
ST mapping offers flexibility to accommodate various ST coded multi-antenna
systems. It also retains the performance and capacity features of any chosen ST
code while facilitating transmitter and receiver design.

where extracts
the first rows and columns of the channel matrix

, and ; the parts and
have lengths and , respectively. Stacking
s from all receive antennas into , we

can now write the LMMSE channel estimator as

(15)

It can be readily verified that (15) is equivalent to (7). Notice
that as in (15) depends only on the training blocks ,
we have indeed accomplished our goal of decoupling channel
estimation from symbol decoding. This offers flexibility in de-
signing optimal training for MIMO channels without modifying
ST designs having desirable rate performance-complexity trade-
offs.

Upon defining the channel estimation error as , we
can express its correlation as

(16)

The MSE of is given by

(17)

Clearly, the design of training symbols across all transmit an-
tennas affects through . To facilitate the ensuing analysis
on the design of , we assume that:

A1) The channel coefficients are independently
Gaussian distributed, and the covariance matrices

are the same ; i.e., is
block diagonal and can be written as
with trace .

Note that A1) will not affect the optimality of our training de-
sign, simply because no CSI is assumed available at the trans-
mitter. Based on A1), (16) becomes

(18)

Consequently, using [20, Lemma 7] and A1), it can be shown
that in (17) is lower bounded by

(19)

where the equality holds if and only if is a diagonal
matrix. Therefore, the following condition is required for our
training strategy to attain the minimum channel MSE .

C1) For fixed and , the training symbols are inserted
so that the matrix is diagonal, or, equivalently,
so that the training sequences across transmit antennas
are orthogonal.
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For single-input single-output (SISO) channels, C1) coin-
cides with that in [7] and [8], and it is also assumed a fortiori
by [1]. In addition to TDM orthogonality asserted by Lemma 1
per antenna, C1) establishes channel MMSE optimality by de-
signing orthogonal training sequences across transmit antennas.

Although we have set our channel estimator in (15), and our
optimal guideline C1), there are additional training parame-
ters that have not been decided, such as the optimal placement
and the optimal number of training symbols. These parame-
ters affect the performance of MIMO channel estimation, the
effective transmission rate, the mutual information, as well as
the bit-error rate (BER). In the following, we will select these
training parameters by optimizing an ergodic (average) capacity
bound.

B. Ergodic Capacity Bounds

Our criterion for optimal training will be a lower bound of
the ergodic (average) capacity, due to the difficulty associated
with deriving an exact average capacity formula facilitating op-
timization. The optimal training parameters will be those max-
imizing this lower bound of the average capacity. But, we will
also invoke an upper bound of the average capacity to serve as
a benchmark for the maximum rate achievable by single-carrier
transmissions over MIMO frequency-selective channels.

Collecting the received symbol blocks corresponding to
all receive antennas, the information-bearing part of (14) be-
comes

(20)

where , and

...
. . .

...

Let denote the total transmit-power per block, the power
allocated to the information part, and the power allocated
to the training part. Let be any estimator of . Since training
symbols do not convey information, for a fixed power

, the mutual information between transmitted
information symbols and received symbols in (20) is given by

. The channel capacity averaged over the random
channel is defined as

bits/s/Hz (21)

where denotes the probability density function of .
When the channel estimate is perfect, i.e., , the upper

bound of the capacity can be obtained for a Gaussian distributed
with (see e.g., [1], [17], and [20]) as

bits/s/Hz (22)

Recall that is obtained by encoding the information symbol
block in space and time. When is Gaussian, will also be
approximately Gaussian for many ST mappers, such as block
codes and BLAST-type multiplexers [9], [15], [16], [26], [28].
Even if is drawn from a finite alphabet, when the block size
is large, with precoding, is also approximately Gaussian dis-
tributed. For simplicity, we assume the following.

A2) The information-bearing symbol block is zero-mean
Gaussian with covariance , where

is the normalized power.
Note that for some ST codes (e.g., ST orthogonal codes [23]),

A2) may not hold true. However, going through the same pro-
cedure as follows, similar results hold with different . With
A2), the capacity upper bound (22) becomes

bits/s/Hz (23)

When the estimate is not perfect, we have [cf., (20)]
, where and . The

correlation matrix of is then given by

(24)

To express in an explicit form, notice that with the
diagonal structure of in (18), we have

if

if

It follows that , and

are the same for all . As a result, we have

Defining , we can
show using [17, Prop. 1] that when

In other words, is approximately a diagonal matrix
given by . Consequently, the resulting cor-
relation matrix in (24) is as follows:

(25)
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Fig. 2. Training scheme example (N = 3) for ZP-based transmissions.

from which we deduce that as decreases, decreases ac-
cordingly.

By employing the LMMSE channel estimator and using as-
sumptions A1) and A2), it has been shown in [17, Lemma 2]
that the capacity in (21) is lower bounded by

bits/s/Hz (26)

Our objective is to select training parameters so that is max-
imized. Intuitively, the optimal training parameters should im-
prove both the lower capacity bound and the channel estimator
together with its associated MMSE. To solidify this intuition,
we borrow the following result from [17, Appendix C].

Lemma 2: Suppose C1) A1), and A2) hold true, and the in-
formation symbol power and the training (information) block
lengths are fixed. Then, maximizing in (26) is equiv-
alent to minimizing in (25), at a high signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR).

The implication of Lemma 2 is that increases as de-
creases, which occurs when decreases, as implied by (25).
Our intuition that better channel estimation (lower MMSE) in-
duces a higher average capacity bound has now been solidified.

C. Optimal Training Parameters

Under C1), the lower bound on in (17) is achieved with

This bound is further lower bounded by

where the equality holds if and only if
. Condition C1) can now be modified as

follows.

C1') For fixed and , the training symbols are inserted
so that .

By the definition of , the Toeplitz training matrices of every
transmit antenna pair should satisfy

(27)

Since according to C1') is an matrix
with full column rank, the minimum possible number of training
symbols is given by , which suggests only
one nonzero entry for each transmit antenna. In fact, for fixed

and , as increases beyond , the average
capacity bound decreases. We summarize our results so far in
the following.

Proposition 1: Suppose A1) and A2) hold true. For fixed
and , the optimal placement of each block from the th

transmit antenna is , where is selected to satisfy
(27) with length .

One simple example is to design as
. With this structure of

training blocks, we have

Evidently, the proposed placement satisfies condition C1').
As a result, the channel MMSE is achieved and the average ca-
pacity’s lower bound is maximized.

An example of the optimal placement with transmit
antennas and frequency-selective fading channels of order is
shown in Fig. 2. Notice that for given and , the design of

is not unique. With the factor , we can
normalize the estimated channel matrix as

(28)

Substituting (25) and (28) into (26) yields the capacity lower
bound when optimal placement is employed

bits/s/Hz (29)

where

It can be easily verified that . Moreover,

with , we have

(30)

Consider now the total power , and define the
power allocation factor . Equation (30)
can then be expressed as

(31)

Due to the fact that is dependent on , it is difficult to
find an optimal power allocation factor that does not depend on
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any CSI directly from (31). Therefore, we will consider the fol-
lowing three cases: low SNR, high SNR, and identically dis-
tributed channel taps.

1) Case I—Low SNR : In this case, (30) be-
comes . Plugging this result
into (31), we obtain

(32)

Differentiating with respect to , we find that, at low
SNR, the optimal power allocation factor is

(33)

2) Case II—High SNR : In this case, (30)
becomes . Plugging this result into (31),
we obtain

(34)

Differentiating with respect to , we find that, at low
SNR, the optimal power allocation factor is

(35)

where .
3) Case III—Identically Distributed Channel Coefficient

: In this case, (30) becomes

Plugging this result into (31), we obtain

(36)

Differentiating with respect to , we find that at low SNR
the optimal power allocation factor is

(37)

where .
In addition to guiding our selection of optimal training pa-

rameters for ZP-based single-carrier MIMO transmissions, (23)
and (29) are interesting on their own since they offer simple
closed forms for bounding the average capacity of MIMO fre-
quency-selective fading channels. The optimal training parame-
ters for ZP-based block transmissions are tabulated in Table I. In
fact, the optimal placement and design of training symbols given
in Table I and illustrated in Fig. 2 are not unique. The structure
of training blocks can be shuffled among the transmit an-
tennas without affecting either the channel MSE or the capacity
lower bound.

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR ZP-BASED SCHEMES

IV. CP-BASED BLOCK TRANSMISSIONS

Instead of having zeros at the end of each block , an al-
ternative way to eliminate IBI is by adding a CP of length
at the transmitter and removing it at the receiver. As in OFDM,
the CP-inducing and CP-removing matrices are defined, respec-
tively, as

and

where contains the last columns of . In this case, the
channel matrix becomes

which is an columnwise circulant matrix with first
column . The input–output
relationship in matrix-vector form is then given by

(38)

where . As in the ZP case, the roles of and

can be interchanged, i.e., with an
columnwise circulant matrix with first column

. Concatenating the channel vectors and
defining , we have

where the matrix has the same structure as
the matrix in (6) but with ’s in place of

’s. The LMMSE channel estimator for CP-based trans-
missions is then given by

(39)

Furthermore, for the purpose of decoupling symbol detection
from channel estimation, we need

and

(40)

As in (10), we re-express in terms of its columns as
follows:

(41)

where is an columnwise circulant matrix with
first column given by the vector . For (40) to hold
true over all channel realizations, the pairs

and must satisfy

(42)
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Lemma 3 [Decoupling Training From Information]: The de-
signs that guarantee decoupling of channel estimation
from symbol detection must satisfy (42). The desirable design
is given by

(43)

where is an matrix that optionally precodes (if
) the information-bearing block linearly, consists of

the possibly nonzero training symbols from the
th transmit antenna, and permutation matrices satisfy

.
Proof: See Appendix B.

Notice that the permutation matrices play the role of
assigning OFDM carriers to each (possibly precoded) infor-
mation symbol and training symbol (pilot tones). Lemma 3
reveals that we need to assign different frequency tones to
information-bearing and training symbols in order to separate
channel estimation from symbol decoding in the frequency
domain. As a result, the superimposed model boils down to
FDM, the ST codewords with the training blocks . Notice
that as with the single-carrier ZP-based transmissions of the
previous section, the multicarrier FDM separability was not
assumed at the outset. It followed naturally from the CP-based
IBI removal and our objective of decoupling symbol detection
from MIMO channel estimation.

Since our objective is to design an optimal training structure,
the precoder choice is out of the scope of this paper. For sim-
plicity, we choose and . With IFFT opera-
tions at the transmitter, it is natural to employ FFT at the receiver
and end up with a MIMO OFDM system. The FFT processed
block at the th receiver is

(44)

With the mutually orthogonal permutation matrices and ,
we can now easily decouple the training from the information-
bearing parts

(45)

where the noise terms are defined as and
. Using the definition of permutation matrices and the def-

inition of , it can be verified that

with being an diagonal matrix. The
input–output relationship for training symbols then becomes

(46)

where . Notice that
as in the ZP case, is the same .

Stacking ’s from all receive antennas into
, the LMMSE channel estimator is now given

by

(47)

which can be easily shown to be equivalent to the one in (39)
but uses only the training symbols.

Defining the diagonal matrix
and stacking such matrices into

...
. . .

...

we arrive at the overall input–output relationship of informa-
tion-carrying symbols

(48)

Comparing (47) and (48) in CP with (15) and (20) of ZP, we
find that the LMMSE estimators and the overall input–output
relationships in both cases share the same form. Therefore, the
analysis of one can be carried over to the other.

Not surprisingly, we find that C1') also applies to the CP case,
and the minimum channel MSE

is the same as in the ZP case and can be achieved if and only if
, i.e.,

(49)

Using the fact that , and letting

, we can re-express (49) as

(50)

Clearly, when , (50) can be satisfied if out
of the pilot tones are equi-spaced and equi-powered with

, and the rest of the pilots are zero. When
, setting will satisfy (50). To do

so, one pilot tone cannot be shared by more than one nonzero
training symbol on different transmit antennas. In other words,
the nonzero pilot tones across the transmit antennas are mu-
tually orthogonal: .

Recall that the number of nonzero pilot tones in each transmit
antenna is and is lower bounded by . For the same
channel MSE and a given power allocation ( and fixed), as
the number of nonzero pilot tones increases, the capacity lower
bound decreases. Therefore, the number of nonzero pilot tones
should be chosen to be the minimum possible: .

Proposition 2: Suppose A1) and A2) hold true. For fixed
and , the following placement is optimal: the subblocks
of pilot tones for the th transmit antenna are inserted equi-
spaced into the ST mapper output; each of the training subblocks
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Fig. 3. Training scheme example (L = 3; N = 3) for CP-based transmissions.

has structure and length ; all pilot
symbols are equi-powered with .

An example of the optimal placement of pilot tones with
transmit antennas and frequency-selective fading chan-

nels of order is shown in Fig. 3. As before, this example
gives an optimal but not unique placement. For instance, shuf-
fling the plotted structure among the transmit antennas yields
other placements that are also optimal. With the optimal training
placement, the capacity lower bound for CP-based block trans-
missions is given by [cf., (26)]

(51)

where . With denoting the total power per
block, notice that the sum is the “total” power ex-
cluding the CP, i.e., . Defining the normaliza-

tion factor , we have the normalized
channel matrix

Equation (51) can then be re-expressed as

bits/s/Hz

(52)

with effective SNR

(53)

Differentiating with respect to , we
obtain the optimal power allocation factor

(54)

The optimal training parameters are summarized in Table II.
As in the ZP case, the placement of optimal pilot tones is not
unique. The structure of each of the subblocks can be in-
terchanged among transmit antennas, as long as the pilot tones
from different transmit antennas are distinct (and thus orthog-
onal) and those from the same transmit antenna are equi-spaced.

V. COMPARISONS AND DISCUSSION

In the preceding sections, we designed two optimal training
schemes for MIMO frequency-selective fading channels, which
are tailored for ZP- and CP-based block transmissions. The
former (ZP) leads to single-carrier MIMO transmissions with
TDM between training and information symbols, while the

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR CP-BASED SCHEMES

latter (CP) leads to multicarrier MIMO transmissions with
FDM between training and information symbols. Both designs
are optimal in terms of minimizing channel MSE (without as-
suming any CSI besides the channel order ), and maximizing
the lower bound on average capacity. In both cases, the optimal
designs ended up possessing (time- or frequency-domain) or-
thogonality among training blocks across the different transmit
antennas.

There are tradeoffs in selecting ZP versus CP in practice.
When the ST mapper output features constant-modulus, the
ZP-based approach results in a two-level constant-modulus
transmission, while CP-OFDM generally results in transmitted
blocks with wide dynamic ranges, which increase with in-
creasing block length. Moreover, the training symbols in ZP
are simply attached to the head or tail of the transmitted blocks,
while the pilot tones in CP are inserted equi-spaced into the
transmitted blocks. Furthermore, ZP-based transmissions are
more tolerant to frequency offsets, in contrast to CP-OFDM
transmissions [25]. On the other hand, CP-OFDM transmis-
sions provide easy implementation as well as low-complexity
symbol decoding compared to ZP-based transmissions that
involve relatively more complicated equalization.

The guard symbols that are needed to enable the block-by-
block decoding in either ZP or CP schemes can be also bene-
ficial in the ST mapper design. For instance, the ZP guard we
adopted to guarantee decoupling of channel estimation from
symbol decoding can be shared and play an instrumental role
in the ST code design of [28]. Likewise, the CP guard can be
shared with the space–time-frequency code designed in [16].
Our optimal training designs merge well with any ST mapper
without sacrificing their achievable diversity gains.

So far, our analysis applies to general MIMO frequency-se-
lective fading channels. We will now consider two special cases,
namely SISO frequency-selective and MIMO flat-fading chan-
nels.

A. Special Case 1: SISO Frequency-Selective Fading Channels

With one transmit and one receive antenna, the ZP transmitted
block becomes

(55)
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where the subscript is removed. This design has the same
structure as the one in [1, Theorem 4]. In [23, Theorem 1], it
was stated that the optimal number of training pilots is equal
to the channel length . The apparent discrepancy with
(55) that requires pilots comes from the fact that the
redundancy of length , which is needed to achieve IBI-free
block transmission, is included in our training sequence but
is forgotten in [23]. At high SNR, our power allocation factor

coincides with the designs in
[1, Theorem 5] and [23, Theorem 1].

For CP-based transmissions, when the number of transmit
antennas , our MIMO results corroborate that OFDM
transmissions with equi-spaced and equi-powered pilot
tones are optimal. The optimal power allocation factor is

. The same conclusions
were reached in both [1, Theorems 2 and 3] and [20] for SISO
channels.

B. Special Case 2: MIMO Flat-Fading Channels

When the MIMO channel is flat fading, we have ,
which implies that for both ZP- and CP-based transmissions one
needs only a single pilot per block, per antenna. With such chan-
nels, the placement of training blocks has no effect on either
the MSE or the average capacity, as long as the orthogonality
among the antennas is preserved. For this special case, a
similar conclusion was reached in [12] where training signals
with so-called “orthonormal columns” is used. At high SNR, our
optimal power allocation factor

is the same as that in [12, Corollary 1].

VI. SIMULATIONS

In this section, we present simulations to validate our analyses
and designs. In all test cases, we adopt our training schemes
summarized in Tables I and II, unless otherwise mentioned. The
SNR is defined as the average received symbol power to noise
ratio at each receive antenna.

Test Case 1 (Training Parameters): In this example, we de-
pict the relationships between the bounds on average capacity
and test the effect on average capacity of several training pa-
rameters.

a) Average capacity versus SNR: We select
, and the transmitted block length .

We plot average capacity bounds versus SNR for both ZP
and CP cases in Fig. 4. As expected, the capacity bounds
increase monotonically as SNR increases. The bounds
for ZP are greater than those for CP, which is mainly due
to the power loss incurred by the CP.

b) Average capacity versus : We depict the average ca-
pacity bounds versus the number of transmit antennas in
Fig. 5. Here, we fix , and the
total power per block . When , the average
capacity increases with the number of transmit antennas.
However, when , the average capacity starts de-
creasing. This is because training symbols take over larger
and larger portion of the whole transmitted block, leaving
less and less to be used for transmitting information sym-
bols.

Fig. 4. Average capacity bounds comparison between ZP- and CP-based
optimal training with increasing SNR (N = 2; N = 2; L = 6).

Fig. 5. Average capacity bounds comparison between ZP- and CP-based
optimal training with increasing number of transmit antennas (N = 3; L =
6).

c) Average capacity versus : The relationship between av-
erage capacity bounds and channel order is depicted
in Fig. 6. We fix and the total
power per block . Note that the capacity bounds for both
ZP and CP decrease monotonically as increases, since
channel estimation takes an increasing amount of both
time and power. It can be observed that as increases,
the gap between ZP and CP capacity increases, simply
because of the power loss due to the CP scheme.

d) Average capacity versus : The last parameter that we
tested is the information block length . Here, we have

, and . As increases, the total
block length increases since .
From Fig. 7, we observe that average capacity bounds
increase monotonically with increasing . For large ,
the information transmission dominates the whole block
period.
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Fig. 6. Average capacity bounds comparison between ZP- and CP-based
optimal training with increasing channel order L(N = 2; N = 2).

Fig. 7. Average capacity bounds comparison between ZP- and CP-based
optimal training with increasing symbol block length (N = 2;N = 2; L =
6).

Test Case 2: (Comparisons With [13]): To test our proposed
channel estimation scheme, we use as a figure of merit the av-
erage channel MSE defined as . We compare our
schemes with the preamble-based training scheme proposed in
[13]. The training blocks for [13] are selected according to [13,
eqn. (12)]. Fig. 8 shows that with the same power per training
block, [13] achieves a similar channel MSE as our CP case,
but lower than that offered by our ZP case. This difference in
channel MSE is induced by the power loss of CP that is also
used in [13].

We also plot the channel MSE for the three cases when the
channel is slowly time varying. Each channel tap is generated by
Jakes’ model with a terminal speed of 3, 5, 10 m/s and a carrier
frequency of 5.2 GHz. The variances of channel taps satisfy the
exponential power profile. To maintain the same information
rate, every training block is followed by four information blocks
for the preamble scheme of [13]. Fig. 9 shows the channel MSE

Fig. 8. Channel MSE comparison among ZP-, CP-based optimal training and
training scheme in [13] (N = 2;N = 1, and L = 6).

versus the number of transmitted blocks for the three schemes
at dB. Although the channel is slowly time varying,
the MSE of our proposed schemes remains invariant from block
to block, while that of [13] increases very fast. Note that [13]
yields smaller MSEs at the beginning of each retraining burst,
because the total transmitted power is used for training.

Test Case 3: (BER Performance): To illustrate the flexibility
of our channel estimators with ST codes, we plot in Fig. 10 the
BER performance for both ZP and CP cases. Two power alloca-
tion schemes are used: one is our optimal [cf., (35) and (54)],
and the other is the so termed “equi-powered” scheme, where
we choose . In the same figure, the ideal cases corre-
sponding to perfect channel estimates are also plotted as bench-
marks. We select , and . The
channel taps are independent complex Gaussian random vari-
ables with zero mean and variances that have an exponential
power profile. For ZP, we use the ST code of [28]. For CP, we
incorporate our training scheme into the ST code design of [16].
Zero-forcing estimators are used for both cases to estimate the
information symbols. We observe from Fig. 10 that: 1) for both
ZP and CP, our optimal schemes outperform the “equi-powered”
schemes; 2) the penalty for inaccurate channel estimation is
about 2 dB for both ZP and CP; 3) ZP outperforms CP with both
perfect and imperfect LMMSE channel estimates; and 4) from
the slopes of the curves, we notice that our training schemes do
not alter the achievable diversity of the original ST code.

VII. CONCLUSION

For LMMSE estimation of MIMO frequency-selective chan-
nels, optimal PSAM was designed to decouple the channel es-
timation from symbol detection and maximize a lower bound
on the average capacity. The channel estimation MSE was min-
imized with no assumption on the channel besides the channel
order , for both ZP-based single-carrier and CP-based mul-
ticarrier block transmissions. Starting from a general superim-
posed model, the optimal training scheme for both transmission
schemes requires training symbols per transmit an-
tenna. For ZP-based single-carrier systems, the pilot symbols
are attached at either the head or tail of the information blocks
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Fig. 9. Channel MSE comparison between ZP- and CP- based optimal training
and the training scheme in [13] (N = 2; N = 1, and L = 6).

Fig. 10. BER comparison between ZP- and CP-based optimal training (N =
2;N = 1; L = 2).

(TDM), while for CP-based multicarrier systems, the pilots are
placed as equi-spaced pilot tones (FDM) with equal power. For
a fixed transmit power per block, we also derived the optimal
power allocation factor. It turns out that both training schemes
can be combined nicely with ST mappers and coders, with ZP
offering better BER performance than CP.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1

Let and be two Toeplitz matrices generated
by vectors, and , respectively. The product
will be an Toeplitz matrix with first column

and first row , where

(56)

The condition implies .

When , we have [cf., (56)] a set of linear equations
, where is a lower triangular

Toeplitz matrix with first column . From
the property of Toeplitz matrices, will have full column rank if

has at least one nonzero entry. Therefore, when
will be trivial if is nontrivial and vice versa. Define as
the minimum distance (the position difference in the vectors)
between the nonzero entries of and the nonzero entries of .
We find that to ensure , we need to be no less
than .

Notice that (56) only involves the multiplication of
with within the distance . Therefore, is suf-
ficient and necessary to ensure .

With this minimum guaranteed, there could be more
than one nonzero cluster in . But, since the channel does not
change over one block duration, shuffling the nonzero clusters
of and together with their trailing zeros does not affect either
the symbol decoding or the channel estimation performance.
We can then gather all clusters that contain nonzero s at
the beginning and move the rest that contain nonzero s to
the end of the block. Going back to the condition of Lemma
1, we find that for fixed , we need to find which satis-
fies and . It thus follows readily that
needs to have at least common zeros with all , which es-
tablishes (12).

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 3

Thanks to its special structure, the circulant matrix can be
expressed as , where is a submatrix
that consists of the first columns of , and is an

diagonal matrix defined as .

In the same manner, we have with

. Using the preceding expres-
sions, (42) becomes

(57)

where the substitution is used to simplify
notations. It can be verified that any which shifts each column
of to the null space of is an eligible solution of (57).
Clearly, is an eligible one. This choice of neces-
sitates

In other words, the pairs must satisfy and

or (58)
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where denotes the th column of . It is then natural to
introduce the following expressions:

(59)

where is an matrix that optionally precodes (if
) the information-bearing block linearly, consists of

the possibly nonzero training symbols from the
th transmit antenna, and and are permutation matrices

given by

where denotes the th column of . Evidently, to satisfy
(58), we need .

Notice that with the choice , the design of training
symbols does not depend on the precoding matrix . By doing
so, the symbol detection performance is decoupled from the
channel estimation performance.

Nervertheless, for given and , any eligible nonzero
will require the joint design of not only the placement, but also
the contents of training sequence and the precoder. The resulting
design will then ruin the independence between the two.

As a result, the desired pairs are given by

(60)
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